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There are many reasons companies worldwide are anxious  
to move to IBM® DB2® 10 as soon as possible. IBM clients  
that participated in the DB2 10 beta program and others that 
have already migrated to DB2 10 since it became available in 
2010 have reported that they’ve achieved—and in many cases 
exceeded—the CPU-usage reductions promised. Some 
CPU-usage reductions will happen as soon as DB2 10 is 
brought up in conversion mode, but to achieve the maximum 
CPU-usage reduction requires some effort on your part.

Although achieving the maximum CPU benefit of DB2 10 is 
the goal, a necessary step to getting there—and the primary 
focus of this paper—is rebinding. You may be reluctant to 
rebind for one or more reasons. Perhaps you’re concerned  
by the tedious and time-consuming nature of the task. More  
likely you’re worried that Structured Query Language (SQL) 
performance will not be as good after a rebind; this concern 
will be addressed later in the paper.

Migration steps
There are six recommended migration steps to complete the 
rebind process within your DB2 10 migration. Several IBM 
products that you may already own can assist you with these 
tasks. The aim of this paper is to highlight the value provided 
by the IBM tools, while offering value to clients that don’t 
currently have the IBM products.

1. Establish key performance indicators (KPIs) and  
performance baseline.

2. Manage packages that will have automatic rebinds.
3. Identify packages that will have improved access path 

performance.
4. Use triage techniques to manage problematic access paths.
5. Handle remaining access path performance problems with 

SQL tuning tools.
6. Reexamine KPIs after migration.
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Step 1: Establish key performance indicators (KPIs) 
and performance baseline.
The use of a monitoring tool, whether you use IBM Tivoli® 
OMEGAMON® or a competitive product, is extremely 
important as part of your migration. The monitor can be used 
to help you identify the return on investment of moving to 
DB2 10. As we said at the beginning, we expect to see a nice 
reduction in CPU usage. The monitoring tool can also help 
you find overlooked performance opportunities, especially by 
reviewing new metrics that are available in DB2 10. And, most 
important, the monitor can capture data that will be needed in 
the event you experience any performance regression.

When planning your migration to DB2 10, be aware that you 
must use version 5.1.0 or higher of Tivoli OMEGAMON XE 
for DB2 Performance Expert on z/OS. The older versions of 
OMEGAMON will not work with DB2 10. Version 5.1.0 or 
higher of Tivoli OMEGAMON supports DB2 8, DB2 9 and 
DB2 10. IBM recommends that you implement V5.1.0 before 
you start your DB2 migration.

Before beginning the migration to DB2 10, you need to 
establish a performance baseline that you can compare against 
as you move through the different modes of the migration.  
You need to identify the critical business applications and 
capture KPIs, such as CPU usage and elapsed time. The 
long-established IBM DB2 Performance Monitor software, 
with its batch reporting capabilities, are now part of the Tivoli 
OMEGAMON XE for DB2 software, reports from which will 
be examined later in the paper. 

An invaluable function of Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for DB2 
in a version-to-version migration is the ability to create a 
performance database. IBM provides the data definition 
language (DDL) to create the database and sample load 
statements that can be used to populate the tables. The load 
input data is generated out of the standard batch reporting 
process. Most clients taking advantage of this feature populate 
their performance database tables daily as part of their process 
of running accounting and statistics reports. This process is 
not just limited to System Management Facility (SMF) data. It 
can bring in data from other DB2 trace sources, in addition to 
the Tivoli OMEGAMON near-term history data sets. Figure 1 
illustrates the topology of a typical performance database. Take 
a look at the batch reporting user guide if you’re interested in 
learning more about using this capability.
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As mentioned earlier, you need metrics from before and  
after the migration, especially if you need to open a problem 
management record (PMR) and engage IBM DB2 support  
in solving a performance regression. DB2 developers use 
Tivoli OMEGAMON batch reporting extensively, as they’re 
developing each new release of DB2 and they’re familiar with 
using the reports to solve problems. So, you should be sure to 
have basic statistics and accounting data available, either in the 
performance database or by retaining your DB2 SMF 100 and 
101 records.

Example reports follow. Figure 2 shows a sample statistics  
long report, which gives you an idea of how well the DB2 
subsystem is performing. One area you should examine is 
storage utilization in the DBM1 address space. You should  
see quite a bit of relief, especially if your existing subsystems 
are constrained by virtual storage.

Figure 2: A sample statistics long report from Tivoli OMEGAMON XE  
for DB2

Figure 3 shows an accounting long report, which also includes 
a tremendous amount of data at the application level. You’ll 
have the detailed breakout of times by class 1, class 2 and  
class 3, and time spent in stored procedures and triggers. You’ll 
also see how much CPU usage is being off-loaded to IBM 
System z® Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) engines.

Figure 3: A sample accounting long report from Tivoli OMEGAMON XE  
for DB2

Besides the traditional batch reporting functions, there is a 
significant new feature in Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for DB2 
Performance Expert on z/OS V5.1.0. If you’re only licensed 
for Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for DB2 Performance Monitor, 
then you would need to upgrade to Performance Expert to use 
this feature, known as Extended Insight. In a nutshell, it enables 
you to begin monitoring distributed workloads coming into 
DB2 on System z at the application server. IBM supports 
applications written using Java, CLI or .Net. Extended Insight 
captures performance metrics from the call to DB2 on System z 
and back, and stores that data in its own repository. That 
repository can be another great source for before-and-after 
performance comparisons.
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Figure 4 provides a couple of screen shots of Tivoli 
OMEGAMON XE for DB2 Performance Expert Extended 
Insight on z/OS. Through this web-based interface, you will 
open multiple browser windows to do the comparisons. The 
software has a history function which enables you to step back 
to a previous time and choose how large a time slice you want 
to see.

Compare key 
metrics for 

different workloads

Select time period A 
– pre-migration

Select time period B 
– post-migration

Evaluate key metrics

Figure 4: Two screen shots of Tivoli OMEGAMON XE for DB2 Performance 
Expert Extended Insight on z/OS

Why rebind? 
The first question that usually arises is, “Why do I need to do a 
rebind when I move to a new version of DB2?” In actuality, the 
real question should be, “How can I perform the necessary 
rebinds in a controlled manner, and do so with confidence that 
performance will be equal or better after the rebind?” But let’s 
focus on the issues associated with rebind, and what to do 
when performance declines as a result of a rebind.

DB2 version 8 was the first release of DB2 for z/OS to use 
64-bit addressing. Operating in 64-bit mode provides greater 
in-memory data storage and improved performance. Database 
Request Modules (DBRMs) that were bound before version 8 
require a rebind to enable them to operate in 64-bit mode. 

If you have packages that include SPROCS (select procedures), 
they will be disabled when you come up in conversion mode.  
If you’re not familiar with SPROCS, they provide a significant 
performance improvement for the internal handling of columns 
by DB2. You can expect to see degraded performance on 
packages with SPROCS until you re-enable them through a 
rebind.

An important point is that many performance enhancements 
introduced in DB2 10, such as improvements in virtual storage 
usage and parallelism, require a rebind to become activated. 
Finally, when you run a package that was bound in a previous 
version of DB2, that package must first be internally converted 
into the structure of a DB2 10 package. This is adding 
unnecessary overhead to the execution of your packages and 
represents CPU cycles that can be bought back through a 
rebind.

In order to eliminate some of the overhead just discussed—that 
is the overhead that occurs when executing very old packages—
each new DB2 version now automatically rebinds packages 
that were bound prior to a certain version of DB2. DB2 10 will 
automatically rebind any package that has not been rebound 
since version 5. Because this rebind will occur automatically, 
you will not have an opportunity to try to proactively address 
any potential performance regression with the SQL in the 
packages. As a result, you’ll want to identify and analyze these 
packages before migrating to DB2 10.
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Step 2: Manage packages that will have automatic 
rebinds. 
Let’s take a moment and talk about bind and rebind strategies. 
For some of the reasons mentioned above, many shops are 
reluctant to ever rebind, mostly out of fear that performance 
will not be as good. As just discussed, a migration to a new 
version of DB2 will require revisiting the idea of no rebinds.

Another common issue is that many shops do not bind their 
packages with “EXPLAIN YES” specified as an option on their 
bind or rebind commands. Without capturing the EXPLAIN 
data at the time of a bind or rebind, we have no way of seeing 
the details on the access path that the DB2 optimizer has 
chosen, and we have no way to compare that access path to  
the new path that would be chosen by DB2 in the event of a 
rebind. So, it is strongly recommended that you make it a 
practice to specify “EXPLAIN YES” on all binds and rebinds, 
at least in your production environment.

One of the first things you need to do in the migration to DB2 
10 is run the pre-migration health-check job. This job will be 
placed in the DB2 sample data set by one of the program 
temporary fixes (PTFs) that you will be applying to your 
current DB2 subsystems to prepare for migration to DB2 10. 
Two of the reports produced by this job will identify for you all 
the plans and packages that will be automatically rebound by 
DB2. Make a note of the most recent timestamp in these 
reports for easy analysis of these plans and packages in IBM 
DB2 Path Checker for DB2 for z/OS.

Using DB2 Path Checker in version-to-version migrations
To deal with missing EXPLAIN data, a couple of queries can 
be used to generate DB2 Path Checker commands that will 
generate rebind cards—for packages where the access path  

will remain the same, and for packages that have a lower cost 
estimate indicated by the optimizer. Then, the process of 
finding packages that have SQL that may present some 
challenges can begin.

Figure 5 shows the input sources used—and the outputs 
produced—by DB2 Path Checker. You can see on the left that 
the DB2 catalog and directory, your DBRMs and your plan 
tables are used as inputs. On the right, several user-selectable 
reports are produced. These range from a comprehensive 
EXPLAIN report that will appeal to those of you who are used 
to dealing with plan table data directly, to a report some prefer 
to use for quick access path comparisons (to be discussed later 
in this paper).

DB2 catalog
Reports

Rebind statements

SQL statements

XML

History table

DB2 directory

DBRMs

Plan tables

DB2 
Path Checker

Figure 5: DB2 Path Checker inputs and outputs

Rebind statements need to be generated to two different files: 
one file for packages where there is no change in access path or 
where the optimizer indicates better performance, and another 
file for packages where the access path changes or the cost 
estimate is higher. Output files that may be used to interface 
with the EXPLAIN tools are also produced. One of these 
contains SQL statements in a plain text file; the other has the 
SQL in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format. You’ll 
see later in this paper how to bring these files into the tools.
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Finding packages without plan table entries 
The first step is to find packages that do not currently have 
entries in your plan table. Figure 6 shows the use of a simple 
query to accomplish this task and to generate DB2 Path 
Checker EXPLAIN commands. Running these generated 
commands will yield entries in both the plan table and  
DSN_STATEMENT table. There is no guarantee that a  
new EXPLAIN will match the access path currently in use,  
so some packages may simply lack sufficient data to enable  
you to be proactive.

Figure 6: DB2 Path Checker—first analysis

PCK218I PROGRAM TEST01   HAS A CHANGED ACCESS PATH
QUERYNO 327
OLD PROCSU 209
NEW PROCSU 139
COLLECTION TESTCOLL
NEW VERSION 2005 - 04 - 11 - 18.34.53.754785
OLD VERSION 2005 - 04 - 11 - 18.20.42.913225

PCK217I TOTAL DBRMS COMPARED 1
PCK217I TOTAL STATEMENTS COMPARED 2
PCK217I TOTAL ACCESS PATH CHANGES 1
PCK217I TOTAL ACCESS PATH SAME 1
PCK217I TOTAL NEW SQL STATEMENTS 0
PCK217I TOTAL DELETED SQL STATEMENTS 0
PCK217I TOTAL DSN_STATEMNT COST INCR 0

Figure 7: A sample DB2 Path Checker access path analysis report 
(SYSCHG)

First, let’s look at a sample access path analysis report. Figure 7 
depicts the report mentioned earlier that is very easy to read 
and provides just the minimum information that you need.

It’s possible that some SQL statements may require some 
rewrite in order to maintain or improve performance, so 
hopefully you’ll have application areas that are willing to invest 
time in helping you ensure the best possible DB2 performance.

The first pass using DB2 Path Checker will be to identify  
those packages that will keep their current access path when 
rebinding. Since the access path is not changing, the variation 
in the optimizer’s cost estimate can be ignored. These are the 
safest rebinds you can do.

A sample of the query used to generate the DB2 Path Checker 
commands, and some sample test commands showing the 
simple syntax used by DB2 Path Checker, will be shown later. 

In the report shown in Figure 7, two SQL statements were 
analyzed and only one of them has a changed access path. 
You’d need to go to one of the other reports to see the SQL 
statement and the old and new access path and plan table data, 
but from this report you can see that SQL statement 327 has a 
changed access path. With this new access path, the optimizer 
is indicating a significant decrease in its cost estimate. This 
package, in the indicated collection, is a safe candidate for 
rebind. One thing to note about this report is that the data 
seen here can also be produced in DB2 load format so you can 
place the data in a history table. Then you have a baseline to 
compare to for future rebinds.

Rebinding these safe packages will take care of anywhere from 
60 - 80 percent of all packages in most shops. Perhaps these 
version-to-version rebinds aren’t as tedious or time consuming 
as some people think.

SELECT DISTINCT 'EXPLAIN DBRM '
CONCAT RTRIM(NAME) CONCAT ' TO PACKAGE '
CONCAT RTRIM(COLLID) CONCAT '.* IN P390I.PLAN_TABLE '
FROM SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE A

WHERE CREATOR = 'P390H' AND VALID = 'Y'
AND OPERATIVE = 'Y'
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT 1 FROM P390H.PLAN_TABLE B

WHERE A.COLLID = B.COLLID
AND A.NAME = B.PROGNAME
AND A.VERSION = B.VERSION );
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Step 3: Identify packages that will have improved 
access path performance. 
The next step is to look for packages which show an 
improvement in the optimizer’s cost estimate. This query  
(see Figure 8) builds the DB2 Path Checker test commands 
that are needed, in this case based on collection ID and based 
on the timestamp, so you’re looking for packages that have  
not been bound in some time. This example is just slightly 
different from what was used in the first analysis (see Figure 6).

OPTIONS CPUPCT 00 CATALOGSQL                                    
CONNECT TO GT8G                                                 
SET CURRENT SQLID = 'PUBLIC'  
-- TEST COMMANDS ARE FROM 2ND ANALYSIS QUERY
TEST DBRM  TEST01 AS PACKAGE TST01COLLX.* IN 
TRAIN01.PLAN_TABLE
TEST DBRM  TEST02 AS PACKAGE TST01COLLX.*  IN 
TRAIN01.PLAN_TABLE

Figure 9: An example of a DB2 Path Checker input stream

Running with CPU percent (CPUPCT) of zero on the 
OPTIONS statement will give us rebind cards for packages 
that have a lower cost. It’s typical to have rebound an additional 
5 - 10 percent of your packages once you’ve handled all of the 
ones that have a lower cost estimate. So you’re now down to a 
manageable number of packages that might represent challenges 
during a rebind.

Step 4: Use triage techniques to manage problematic 
access paths.
Next, begin an iterative process to find packages that have 
SQL that may suffer mild to severe performance degradation. 
You can increase the test value for the CPU percentage as you 
deem appropriate. As you find the problem packages and SQL, 
you’ll use a set of triage techniques.

The SYSCHG report (see Figure 7) is the fastest report to 
scan through, focusing on access path and cost changes. Note 
that if you change the CPU—for example, from IBM z10™ to 
IBM zEnterprise™—simultaneous with your DB2 migration, 
it’s best to use the MSU value provided by the optimizer.

Figure 9 shows an input stream with several DB2 Path 
Checker commands. There is an options statement that will  
be modified to make iterative passes through this process. 
Specifying a value greater than zero (0) allows the creation of 
rebind statements for packages where the increase in CPU is 
within some specified percentage. For example, if the value 
specified is five (5), then DB2 Path Checker would generate 
rebinds for a package in which the increase in CPU is five 
percent or less.

-- SELECT BIND DATE OLDER THAN ...                            
-- CHANGE CPUPCT nn ITERATIVELY
SELECT DISTINCT 'TEST DBRM  '

CONCAT RTRIM(NAME) CONCAT ' AS PACKAGE '       
CONCAT RTRIM(COLLID) CONCAT '.* '                            
CONCAT ' IN TRAIN01.PLAN_TABLE '                             
FROM SYSIBM.SYSPACKAGE A                                     
WHERE OWNER = 'TRAIN01'                                      

AND COLLID = 'TST01COLLX'                                  
AND TIMESTAMP < '2009 - 09- 04- 14.24.34.593683';

Figure 8: DB2 Path Checker—second analysis
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Following are five steps, or guidelines, to follow in 
determining why performance has degraded.

1. Check for changes in inner and outer joins. This is probably 
due to a difference in the statistics that were available to the 
optimizer at the time of the original and the present bind. 
The statistics advisor in the IBM InfoSphere® Optim™ 
Query Workload Tuner for DB2 for z/OS product can really 
help you quickly fix your statistics problems.

2. Look at the before and after values for the number of 
matching index columns. Again, a likely reason for this change 
is due to the difference in your statistics. Also note that this is 
not influenced by hints, so if you’re using hints to try to 
coerce the optimizer in reselecting a certain access path, in 
this case they will be ignored.

3. In each new version of DB2, IBM strives to increase the 
performance of SQL; so, comparing the costs between a 
current bind and a very old bind may show what appear to  
be very large increases in the cost estimates. Take time to 
examine these and be sensitive to the amount of data in the 
accessed tables today versus what may have been there five,  
six or seven years ago. (This may not be as big an issue as it 
first appears to be.)

4. At this point the easy steps are completed, giving you 
confidence that moving to the new DB2 is safe and 
performance is good. Hopefully, you’re seeing those  
CPU reductions mentioned at the beginning of the  
paper. Now you have to tackle the remaining packages  
and SQL statements that don’t want to cooperate.

5. There are a lot of coding tricks, often seen presented at  
DB2 conferences and user group meetings, that can be used  
to try to trick the optimizer. These are great as temporary 
solutions, but should not be counted on to always work. As 
the optimizer evolves, some of these may no longer work for 
you. If you find these, you need to go back to your developers 
and ask them to review their SQL to determine whether they 
are coding using the best practices of the newest DB2 version.

If the cost of a SQL statement has increased dramatically,  
by 50 percent or more, then something in the environment  
has most likely changed. Always start with the RUNSTATS 
utility to be sure the optimizer has up-to-date and accurate 
information for it to choose an access path. Then, two key 
areas to look at are the configuration of the buffer pools and 
ensuring that some inadvertent change in the indexes being 
used has not occurred.

As you migrate your production environment, you’ll likely  
find that most of your challenges are related to new access 
paths. You would want to first check the order of joins to see if 
that is causing the performance decrease. You may need to do a 
column-by-column comparison of the old and new plan table 
entries. In most cases we expect to see access path changes 
result in improved performance. But one cannot overstate the 
importance of having up-to-date statistics before binding.
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Figure 10: DB2 Administration Tool for z/OS—Explain panel  
(“Option E” from main menu)

Figure 11: Plan table selection list—Option L

Step 5: Handle remaining access path performance 
problems with SQL tuning tools. 
Now let’s look at tools that include EXPLAIN functionality, 
and discuss ways to improve SQL performance.

IBM DB2 Administration Tool for z/OS 
Primarily a DBA productivity tool and not really a SQL tuning 
tool, the main focus of the IBM DB2 Administration Tool for 
z/OS is catalog browsing and generating complex work lists to 
carry out migrations and alterations. Let’s look at some of the 
included EXPLAIN functions.

Figure 10 shows Option E from the main menu. This is 
sometimes overlooked by users, because it’s not within the 
catalog navigation panels. Take note of the ability to use the 
tool to create a new set of tables used by the DB2 EXPLAIN 
function. You can use the listed commands to upgrade the 
columns in the listed tables to the structure that includes all  
of the added DB2 10 columns, and you can perform a simple 
EXPLAIN from this screen and list the contents of your  
plan table.

Figure 11 shows a view of the raw plan table data. You can  
also access this view when looking at a list of packages, and  
you would only see the entries for the selected package. The 
first line command listed in the upper left is the interpret 
command, which will show the full plan table data for a 
selected entry and the basic access path data is also shown.

Basic access path information for the table can be obtained,  
but the DB2 Administration Tool does not offer advice on 
improving SQL. It is possible to invoke the next tool, while 
using the DB2 Administration Tool to view the SQL within  
a package.
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Figure 12: DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS—Basic Processing 
Options panel 

IBM DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS 
The IBM DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS is a 
traditional batch and Interactive System Productivity Facility 
(ISPF)-based tool that accepts many forms of input, such as 
DBRMs, source programs and text files. There are several 
other tools in the DB2 portfolio that provide an interface to 
SQL Performance Analyzer. One of these is DB2 Path 
Checker.

Figure 12 shows the input options. While doing an analysis 
with DB2 Path Checker, you would probably use option 2 or 
option 4. To use option 2, you would get the collection and 
package name from the DB2 Path Checker reports. Or, you 
can use the SQL text file created by DB2 Path Checker with 
option 4. Figure 13: DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS—Process  

Packages panel

The panel in Figure 14 simply enables you to bring in a 
sequential file or partitioned data set member that contains 
nothing but SQL statements. This particular file has 4 
statements in it, so choose the EXPLAIN command at the  
top of the panel and continue.

Figure 14: DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS—Process SQL panel  

Figure 13 shows a panel that enables you to explain the 
statements or a subset of the statements in a currently bound 
package. Again, the collection and package name and query 
numbers are in the DB2 Path Checker reports.
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The first thing you see in Figure 15 is a summary of the  
SQL statements that were in the file. For each statement  
you are shown the estimated CPU usage and elapsed times,  
the number of physical disk I/Os we expect, an internally 
calculated value known as QUNITS and the actual dollar cost 
that can be used with your values for CPU and I/O if you bill 
your users. You can scan these metrics, looking for the most 
costly statements to focus on, or use the highlighted indicators 
on the left. The first two statements have a value of Y in the 
column under Q. The columns represent the CPU Time, 
Elapsed Time, Physical I/O, QUNITS and Cost columns to 
the right. You set user thresholds for each of these values, so 
that any statement that exceeds any of the thresholds will be 
flagged. From here you can navigate to the detailed EXPLAIN 
report for any of the statements.

Figure 15: DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS—Query Limits  
Report panel

Figure 17: SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS—EXPLAIN report

Figure 16: DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS—EXPLAIN report

Let’s quickly step through and highlight a few things in the 
reports. On this first screen (Figure 16) you can see the SQL 
text and, at the bottom, an easy-to-read box of text detailing 
something that might affect performance. Some of these will 
be SQL coding issues and others may be environmental issues. 
You can suppress some of these by setting user options for the 
analysis. For example, you may not want to see a box that tells 
you why select * is bad.

The screen depicted in Figure 17 shows the access path 
information for an object, in this case an index scan. You also 
see the columns defined for that index and catalog statistics. If 
there are other available indexes defined for the object, you’ll 
see those listed, as well, and you could consider rewriting your 
query in such a way that it might make use of one of the 
alternate indexes.
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Figure 19: InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner for z/OS—Capturing 
workloads from various sources

Figure 18: DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS—EXPLAIN report, 
referential integrity 

This last screen (see Figure 18) shows, for tables that are 
defined with DB2 referential integrity, all of the related tables. 
This can be very useful to show a SQL developer that the 
simple update statement they wrote—updating a single column 
in a table—is actually causing updates to a lot of tables.

IBM InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner for DB2  
for z/OS 
Similar to the DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer for z/OS 
product on the host, IBM InfoSphere Optim Query Workload 
Tuner for z/OS can pull SQL statements from a lot of different 
sources—see Figure 19. A key source for SQL statements in 
routine product usage is the DB2 dynamic statement cache. 
You can easily pull in statements from the cache based on 
filtering criteria you specify, so as to quickly focus on the  

most expensive dynamic SQL you find. A recent enhancement 
allows you to pull in data from SQL monitoring tools, such  
as the IBM DB2 Query Monitor for z/OS. Clients have also 
used this capability with input from other vendors’ monitoring 
tools. Remember that DB2 Path Checker can write SQL 
statements that have different access paths or higher costs to  
an XML file.

You may be using the EXPLAIN tools that IBM provides  
to you at no charge, such as IBM Data Studio or IBM 
Optimization Service Center for DB2 for z/OS (OSC), so a 
little of what you’ll see on some of the screenshots will look 
similar to what you’ve been using. If you’re still using OSC, 
you will need to switch to IBM Data Studio with DB2 10.
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The screen in Figure 20 is the query formatter. This can take a 
very complex SQL statement and make it more easily readable. 
It also adds annotations to the query with data from the catalog. 
You’ll notice also some highlighted icons on the lower left that 
are indicators that these tables have skewed data, and may 
benefit from better statistics.

Easily see tables, 
sections, join 

predicates and more Examine table 
statistics and 

additional information

Figure 20: InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner for z/OS— 
Query Formatter

Figure 21 shows the workload statistics advisor screen. Shown 
are all of the tables in the analyzed workload that have statistics 
recommendations. You can choose which of the tables you 
want to get updated stats on and actually invoke RUNSTATS 
directly in the graphical interface or take the generated control 
cards and submit them in a batch job.

Summary table

Recommendation 
details for 

selected tables

Figure 21: InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner for z/OS—Workload 
Statistics Advisor

One important point to note about the recommended statistics 
is that they are based on the entire analyzed workload. So, if 
more than one statement accesses the same object you’ll only 
get one generated RUNSTATS command.

Figure 22 illustrates a further look at the statistics advisor. You 
can see additional information in the report on the right, so 
you see when stats were last gathered and indications that  
there are conflicting or missing stats. You also get a detailed 
explanation regarding the conflicting statistics. Remember the 
indication of skewed data on the previous screenshot; this 
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Generates 
RUNSTATS 

control statements

Indicates 
conflicting and 

missing statistics

Conflicting statistics 
explanation

Figure 22: InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner for z/OS—Statistics 
Advisor details

advisor will build the necessary RUNSTATS commands  
to provide data on those columns with skewed data. The 
importance of having up-to-date, accurate stats available,  
so that the optimizer has the data it needs to choose the best 
possible access path, cannot be overemphasized. This feature 
of InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner can save you a 
lot of time during and after your migration.

Figure 23 might look familiar to you. This is a visual depiction 
of the access path that is being used for a query. You can 
quickly see the flow of processing through DB2 and, as you 
move your pointer around the screen, pop-ups offer detailed 
information and advice. The image on the left contains a 
warning about statistics.
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If you’ll recall the discussion on binds, there may simply be 
some SQL that you will need to take back to your developers 
to help solve the problem. One very nice feature of the tool is 
the ability to generate an HTML report (see Figure 26) that 
you can use to send the information in the various advisors to  
a user. The users don’t need to have InfoSphere Optim Query 
Workload Tuner installed to see your analysis.

There is also an access plan advisor (Figure 24), which can  
help you understand how you might influence the optimizer’s 
choice of an access path, and quickly pinpoint queries that are 
doing time-consuming processes such as tablespace scans and 
large sorts.

Summary table

Detail 
recommendations 
for selected tables

Figure 25: InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner for z/OS— 
Index Advisor

The last advisor is the index advisor, shown in Figure 25.  
This advisor can recommend new indexes that could improve 
performance. As with the other advisors, you can drill into 
considerable detail regarding the recommendations, and  
you can choose to create the index or use the virtual index 
capability to have DB2 do an EXPLAIN as though the index 
already exists, which will validate the tool’s recommendation.

Figure 26: InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner for z/OS— 
Workload Summary Report

Count the number of 
statements with 

different warnings

Detail information
about warnings

for each statement

Figure 24: InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner for z/OS— 
Access Plan Advisor
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Environment capture
If you haven’t been successful in solving a performance 
problem and the developers haven’t been able to help, either, 
then you will need to open a PMR to engage DB2 support to 
help you figure out what you can do to get a SQL statement 
back to its prior level of performance. The Environment 
Capture function can be used to automate the gathering of 
data the support team will request, such as object DDL and 
statistics. You’ll need to indicate the PMR number you have 
open and the tool will gather the data and attach it to the PMR 
for you. This feature can save you a lot of time and effort.

Step 6: Reexamine KPIs after migration. 
Once you have completed your migration to DB2 10, you 
should reexamine the KPIs by going back and performing  
steps 1 - 5 again.

Conclusion 
Let’s review the steps you need to take to ensure a successful 
migration.

1. Establish KPIs and performance baseline.
2. Manage packages that will have automatic rebinds.
3. Identify packages that will have improved access path 

performance.
4. Use triage techniques to manage problematic access paths.
5. Handle remaining access path performance problems with 

SQL tuning tools.
6. Reexamine KPIs after migration.

For more information 
To learn more about migrating to IBM DB2 10 for z/OS, 
please contact your IBM marketing representative or IBM 
Business Partner, or visit the following website:  
ibm.com/software/data/db2/zos
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Comparison of query tuning tools for IBM z/OS®

InfoSphere Optim Query Workload Tuner DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer

•  Better support for modern development and dynamic SQL

•  Eclipse-based, GUI and stored procedure-driven

•  Integrates with OMEGAMOM and Query Monitor GUI interfaces

•  Provides virtual index capabilities for single queries and across  

    workloads

•  Recommends rewriting queries only when  improvements result

•  Has limited support to create statistics in Query Environment  

    Capture and Workload Environment Capture service support

•  Strategic investment spans platform

•  Better support for classic z/OS environment, DBRMs, batch  

    analysis and z/OS libraries

•  ISPF and batch-driven 

•  Integrates with OMEGAMON, IBM VTAM® and Query  

    Monitor 3270 interfaces

•  Creates real indexes for “what-if” scenarios for single queries

•  Offers a best practices Query Advisor with approximately 150 rules

•  Has full support for cloning statistics

•  Continued z/OS specific investment

Appendix A
Because there is overlap between InfoSphere Optim Query 
Workload Tuner and DB2 SQL Performance Analyzer, IBM 
clients often ask which they should choose. You can scan the 
points under each (see the table that follows), but the answer 
depends largely on how you respond to the following 
questions: Do you prefer working in a traditional ISPF and 
batch environment? Or, do you prefer graphical tools? Some 

IBM clients choose both and give their users the choice.  
One thing to keep in mind if you also support DB2 on Linux, 
UNIX or Windows (LUW) is that InfoSphere Optim Query 
Workload Tuner is also available for DB2 on those platforms. 
And, you use the exact same workstation client for IBM  
System z® as for LUW. The newest version of QWT is at  
a different level of Eclipse than RDz, so they’re not  
currently compatible.
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Migration task/Capability DB2 for z/OS tool

Create preproduction test environment (subsystem and object clones) 

to test DB2
DB2 Cloning Tool for z/OS

Convert LOBs to in-line; convert existing tables to Hash Access DB2 Administration Tool for z/OS

Measure and track SQL performance before and after migration DB2 Query Monitor for OS/390

Identify and free unused packages; reduce bind impacts DB2 Bind Manager for OS/390

Undo and Redo Temporal Data DB2 Log Analysis Tool for OS/390

Ensure access to critical DB2 10 core functions (during and after migra-

tion) with cost reductions and performance
DB2 Utilities Suite for OS/390, DB2 Sort for z/OS

Establish and maintain DB2 10 utility syntax as company standards DB2 Utilities Enhancement Tool for z/OS

Take advantage of DB2 10 utility improvements that reduce CPU usage 

and elapsed time for increased productivity
DB2 Automation Tool for OS/390

Safeguard DB2 10 data InfoSphere Guardium Data Encryption for DB2 and IMS Databases

Appendix B 
This paper has focused on a very specific area related to 
ensuring good SQL performance, but you might benefit from 
other tools as you move to DB2 10. The tools listed in the 
table that follows can be beneficial during the migration and 

after, to help you take advantage of new features of DB2 10. 
There is substantial exploitation of DB2 10 in all of IBM’s 
tools, and a representative would be happy to talk to you about 
any areas where you feel you have a gap in your current tools.
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